
WorkAbility Systems

Home Mobility Evaluation

Sample Reports

Rick Wickstrom PT, DPT, CPE 10/21/2020MaleJohn Sample 51 yr

Worker Name Examiner NameAge Exam DateBirth DateGender

11/20/1968

Education Associates Degree from trade school in Welding
Management in 2013. He could not find employment
and did not get his certification as welding inspector. He
has worked as a certified welder (aluminum) for 23
years and has his CDL Class A and drove a tractor
trailer for 2 years. He worked most recently as a
Laborer for highway construction and for a pipeline
before that.

College graduate

Claim #

His Claim is allowed for S82.231B Right distal tibia oblique fracture open, S82.431B right distal fibula oblique
fracture open, S87.81XA crush injury of the right lower leg, S88.111A BKA right leg.

20-XXXXXX 4/30/20

Injury DateClaim ReferenceExam Service Type

Ohio BWC vs. Construction CompanyInjury/Disease Management

Attending Health Provider

He sees Sample Family, MD for family doctor. He is taking no prescribed medications for two weeks because he
didn't like the mental side effects.

Name Next VisitHow long? 11/11/200.1 yrsSample Doctor, MD

Specialty Send Report?Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

Referral Issues/Consent/Intake

He was referred by his BWC catastrophic nurse for a home mobility evaluation. His main interests are having a
more accessible entrance and a 1st floor bath remodel to take showers more safely. He has been using the knee
rover primarily in the house and also uses crutches for short distances in the community. He does not have a
wheelchair. He has a Polaris Ranger four wheeler that he uses to get around his property. He plans to learn to drive
with his prosthesis, but currently uses his left foot to drive within the community.

An informed consent was obtained prior to testing. The worker agreed to stop immediately and notify the examiner
in the event that any unacceptable symptoms occurred while performing any requested tasks.

Pending Injury or Disability Claims

Does the worker report having a pending claim for any type of injury or disability compensation? Yes

He is requesting home modifications.

Disability Benefits Received

Does the worker report receiving any type of disability benefits? Yes

He receives temporary total disability benefits.
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YesDo you have any health problems that may get worse with physical activity?

Limiting Health Problems

Head Neck Upper back Shoulder(s) Elbow(s) Wrist(s)/hand(s)

Chest Abdomen Lower back Hip(s)/thigh(s) Knee(s) Ankle(s)/feet

Appearance During Intake Interview

Picture(s) of the person to illustrate posture or appearance during the intake interview.

Seated in recliner Using iWalk for short distances

Brief History of Injury/Disability

On 4/30/20, he was working in a hole to install drain tile when his right lower leg was crushed/severed at the ankle
by the bucket of a back hoe. He had a below knee amputation. There have been delays in fitting him with a
prosthesis due to claims disputes. He sees the prosthetist. He has been getting around with an iWalk (1 week) and
knee rover, and crutches. He had one fall in May when he tripped while using a walker. He fell a week ago when he
rolled over the threshold to the bath.

He previously had another injury to the right ankle with a fusion in 2002.

This is a brief chronological summary of the worker's statements about the mechanism of injury or illness,
treatment received to date, and impact on employment.

Comorbidity Survey

The Comorbidity Survey is listing of health problems that relate to health status and utilization. 

1. Back or other spine disorder

3. Osteoporosis

4. Asthma

6. Heart attack (myocardial infarction)

2. Arthritis or other joint disorder

7. Congestive heart failure

9. High blood pressure

8. Pacemaker or other heart procedures

5. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Health Condition/Problem Type

Based on self report of the following responses, the worker's total comorbitidy score is: 5 / 30

16. Eye problems (except glasses/contacts)

18. Diabetes or blood sugar problems

19. Kidney disease or urinary disorder

21. Lower gastrointestinal or bowel disorder

17. Ear problems or hearing difficulty

22. Liver disease (e.g. hepatitis)

24. Chronic infection or other immune disorder

23. Cancer

20. Upper gastrointestinal disorder (e.g. reflux)
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10. Neurological disease (e.g. Parkinson's)

11. Stroke or mini-stroke (TIA)

12. Peripheral vascular disease

14. Head/brain injury (e.g. concussion)

13. Blood clots or bleeding disorder

25. Depression

26. Anxiety or panic disorder

27. Sleep disorder or dysfunction

29. Emergency/hospital care within past year

28. Dementia or other cognitive impairment

30. Use of tobacco products15. Seizures, epilepsy

His lower back bothers him some due to being uneven when walking. He has phantom pain in his right foot. He
uses snuff. His left hip and left knee bother him from overuse to compensate for not having his BKA Prosthesis yet.

Lifestyle Review

He is married and lives with his wife who is employed as a Secretary from 7am to 4:30pm Monday to Friday. They
have two grown boys and three grand kids. He drives his UTV to pump the oil heating. He is unable to operate the
tractor and bush hog. They have a zero turn mower, that his wife is doing currently because he is apprehensive
about his mobility. He is not seeing a counselor. He is chiefly concerned about taking a safe shower. He does not
cut wood or do home maintenance.

This is a brief summary of the subject's lifestyle at home.

Lifestyle Physical Function Screen

This is a brief screen of the worker's perceived ability to perform a range of standardized lifestyle physical activities.

3. He must use crutches and a rail to climb stairs. This is a challenge because of his obesity and not having a right
BK prosthetic device.
4,15. He is only able to manage light bags because his arms are used for weight bearing with his knee roller or
crutches. He reports that have can use a knee rover for 10-15 minutes in a grocery store. He is typically
accompanied by his wife during major shopping.
8-9. He typically sits in a chair to bathe with a washcloth because he feels unsafe to shower. His wife sets him up.

LIFESTYLE ACTIVITIES SCORE 31.25%

2.   Walk more than 1 mile

3.   Climb a flight of stairs

4.   Lift or carry groceries

5.   Bend, kneel, stoop

6.   Vacuum or yard chores

7.   Dress upper/lower body

8.   Shampoo hair

9.   Wash/dry your body

10. Toilet transfers

11. Hand wash dishes/pots

12. Get up from floor

13. Sitting for activities

14. Travel long distances

15. Walk block, flat ground

16. Run a short distance

17. Run or jog 2 miles

18. Lift 10lb above shoulder

19. Lift 25lb box off floor

20. Lift 50lb bag of sand

1-Unable to do

2-With much difficulty

2-With much difficulty

1-Unable to do

1-Unable to do

4-With a little difficulty

4-With a little difficulty

3-With some difficulty

3-With some difficulty

1-Unable to do

2-With much difficulty

5-Without any difficulty

3-With some difficulty

3-With some difficulty

1-Unable to do

1-Unable to do

5-Without any difficulty

1-Unable to do

1-Unable to do

1.   Heavy lift/carry to 100lb 1-Unable to do

Home Mobility Access

This is an assessment of the current home situation that may contribute to access barriers during basic activities of
daily living.

2. Park to entrance path He parks his Chevy 2001 Silverado pick-up on the gravel drive next to the brick
path entrance that extends to the front entrance of the house. Then he rolls on
his Knee Rover to roll along an uneven brick path to the front of the house and
then makes a left to walk across the short stretch of grass to the side porch. He
enter the houses by rolling up a steep 4 foot ramp into the 32" side door. The
side door has a locking cylinder located at the bottom that can be manually
operated to keep the door open, using a foot or hand. There is a 14" drop
distance for the side door to patio level, and another 4" drop distance from patio

1. Vehicle for transport He currently drive his Chevy 2011 Silverado pick-up by using his left foot to
operate the brake and accelerator pedals when driving for short distances in the
community. He operates a utility 4-wheel vehicle around his farm by using his left
foot to operate pedal controls.
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to ground level. The patio extends 12 feet from the side door. 

3. Primary entrance door He has the option to uses the an iWalk or crutches to enter through the front
door that is 34" wide. There is a 3" step from the brick to the landing at the front
door. There is a 6" step from the landing to the front door. The front entry is
through an enclosed porch that has another 4" step to a 31" door. This
combination of steps to access through two rooms, makes the side entrance
more realistic to ramp.

5. Bathroom access There is a 32" door to an 85" x 80" bath space. The toilet is low and in a 28"
space next to the left shower wall. The shower is 46" x 32" and has an
unsafe/unstable seat and no grab rails. There is no hand shower device to
enable bathing in sitting.

6. Bedroom access There is a 32" door to master bedroom on the 1st floor. He doesn't normally go
upstairs. There is only 20" of clearance from the foot of his queen bed due a
closet that partially obstructs to interior space.

7. Eating area access No barriers

8. Kitchen access No barriers

9. Living room access No barriers

10. Laundry access The washer and dryer are located in the basement. The door opens into the
space at the top of the steps. There is a rough set of 11 somewhat steep steps to
the basement with unusually low 2 x 4 rails that are not adequate for use as
hand rails.

4. Other entrance/exit There is a 3 inch step from the brick path to the landing in front of the front door.
There is a 6 inch step to enter through the 34" wide storm door and front door.
The is a 4" step from the closed porch to enter the living room through another
31" door.

Communication/Affect/Cognition

1. Communication (age-appropriate?) Normal

3. Orientation x 3 (person/place/time)

Normal2. Affect/behavior

Normal

Pre-Exam Vitals

Right lower leg phantom pain

Stage 2 blood pressure is 160-199/100-109 mmHg at rest, and this usually warrants medication management.

Seated Heart Rate 107 bpm Blood Pressure 124/86 mmHg 3.0/10PainSp02% 98

Anthropometric Measures

He weighed 205-210 lb. with his right lower leg at the time of injury. 

Anthropometric measures identify obesity or underweight conditions that affect health and fitness.

BMI

Waist to Height

33.9

%

Obese 1

Unrated

72.0 in (183.0 cm)Height 250 lb (113.6 kg)Weight 

 in ( cm)Waist Girth 

Active Movement Scale (AMS)

2. Flex fingers 2-5

3. Extend wrists

4. Flex elbows back

5. Elevate shoulders

He purchased an iWalker that arrived last week.
He is able to walk short distances now with mild
unsteadiness. His obesity (50 lb. weight gain
since injury) limits his performance.

1. Adduct thumbs

Right Left Pain?

This is a series of rated movements to assess flexibility, coordination, strength, and balance.

4-Normal 4-Normal

4-Normal 4-Normal

2-Fair 4-Normal

2-Fair 2-Fair

4-Normal 4-Normal
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6. Diagonal neck bend

7. Extend neck up

11. Step up and over

9. Rotate torso in stand

10. Single leg stance

8. Forward bend over

12. Heel walk forward

14. Active squat down

13. Lunge back to kneel

4-Normal 4-Normal

2-Fair

0-UNABLE

0-UNABLE 0-UNABLE

0-UNABLE 2-Fair

0-UNABLE 2-Fair

0-UNABLE 2-Fair

0-UNABLE 1-Poor

1-Poor

Total 52.0%Upper Body Lower Body 16.7%84.6%Right Arm Left Arm80.0% 90.0%

Active Movement Screen Pictures

Pictures that relate to the Active Movement Screen

Front of house Side porch entrance for using Knee Roller

Using Knee Roller to enter side patio entrance Close-up of unsafe ramp with recommendations

Rough rock hazards for rolling at front of patio Utility vehicle used around farm property
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Close-up of front door for use with crutches Doorway to enclosed porch to front door 

Opening to addition with 1st floor bath and master
bedroom

Bath opening with view of curtained shower on right

Shower Chair (unstable), no grab rails Low toilet in cubbyhole next to shower, no grab rails

Master bath concept Toilet access and grab rail concept
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Grip Strength

This is a test of grip strength using alternate hands at position 2 with the Jamar Hand Dynamometer.

T1 T2 T3 Mean CV %Norm Pain?Rating

112# 117# #Right (Preferred) 114.5# 3% 106.6%

108# 97# # 102.5# 8% 110.7%Left

Medium

Medium

Pictures of the worker to illustrate their performance during materials handling or other tasks.

Other Pictures

View from top of basement steps View of basement steps from bottom

Basement dryer is elevated Basement washer

Example of barrier free shower View of barn and brick path from front of house

Priority Mobility Recommendations

1. The steep ramp to the side door is unsafe for walking with assistive devices or rolling on the Knee Rover. The
storm door should be removed and an ADA compliant ramp installed to access the side porch entrance as his
primary entrance for wheeled mobility using a Knee Rover. This could be a modular ramp that connects to a poured
cement path along the front of his house. The existing patio is 12 foot long; therefore, he should have a 5x5'
landing installed that is level with the entrance to the side door, with an opening on the left to accommodate a 7"
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step to access the patio that aligns with the left edge of the house. See marked up image. There would need to be
a straight ramp that extends from the landing at the side entrance about 18 feet to meet a poured cement path that
connects to the left in front of the house and connects with the brick path in front of the landing to the front door.

2. The brick path between the house and gravel drive is uneven in several places, making it difficult to shovel snow
and contributing to a rough, bumpy ride on the Knee Rover to roll along the brick path or a trip hazard when
walking with crutches or prosthesis. This should be replaced with a smooth cement path and extended to connect
in with the ramp at the side entrance ramp.

3. The bath area is cramped and there are no grabrails. This is unsafe for toilet and shower transfers when using
his Knee Rover. He has to do a 180 deg. pivot transfer on his uninjured left knee without the benefit of grab rails for
stability. This is becoming more of a problem, because he has gained considerable weight (50 lb.) since his work
injury and is developing pain in his left knee, left hip, and lower back areas that he relates to overuse with his left
leg to compensate for having to weight bear so much on the left leg during transfers and mobility. There have been
claims disputes that have delayed getting fitted with a right below knee prosthesis. He would benefit from a bath
remodel that includes the following features:
* Replace the existing toilet with an elevated toilet and install a grabrail on the wall at the right side of the toilet.
(see concept picture) He needs an elevated toilet seat with a grab rail on the right side wall of the toilet.
* Remove the existing shower and short wall that separates the toilet cubbyhole from the shower and install a small
vanity (pedestal) for seated leg clearance. This will allow him to park his Knee Rover (or a wheel chair) between
the toilet and vanity.
* Remove the existing vanity and install a 36" x 60" zero entry shower, using the additional space from the closet in
the adjoining bedroom to expand the existing bath area.
* He would need to replace the existing door that opens in with either a 32" pocket door or a 32" door that opens
out (hinged on the right).
* Given that construction will be happening to add the bedroom closet to the bath area, it would make sense to
convert his bedroom door that is blocked from opening fully to a 32" pocket door. This door is blocked from opening
fully, which represents a barrier to wheelchair access as he ages in place. It is recommended that the entrance
door to his bedroom be replaced with a pocket door that opens into a wall that is installed across the opening to his
closet for his bath remodel.  This would provide him with adequate doorway clearance should he need to use a
wheelchair.
* The remaining space next to the barrier free shower can be shelf space for bath towels and other personal
hygiene items.
* A 48" horizontal grab rail should be installed at 36" on the wall adjoining the shower and toilet that can also serve
a dual purpose as a towel rack.
See concept drawing for space concept.  A representative barrier free shower kit is the Barrier Free Shower – Five
piece 60×36 – Subway Tile at https://www.bestbathshowroom.com/product/barrier-free-shower-five-piece-60x36-
subway-tile-look-2/. See barrier free shower example above.

4. Access to the basement is hazardous. We discussed that the basement door should be rehinged to open out into
the kitchen space. This would allow for a better set of handrails to be installed in a higher position for safe climbing
up and down the steps to the basement.

5. Another good option to support aging in place would be to install hookups and a stackable washer/dryer set in
the hallway space next to the master bath (see concept drawing)

6. Mr. Sample has excellent transferrable skills that would support return to gainful employment in a SEDENTARY
or LIGHT job. It is unfortunate that his BWC claims disputes have delayed him from being fitted with a below knee
prosthesis that would eliminate need for crutches or other assistive devices. He has many years of welding
experience and expressed interest in becoming a certified welding inspector. He has a Class A CDL license that is
inactive. After he is fitted with a suitable below knee prosthesis and completes an adequate program of prosthetic
training with job-specific physical therapy, he would have the option to reactivate his CDL by applying for a Skill
Performance Evaluation (SPE) Certificate. This certificate shows that the person seeking a CDL can operate the
commercial motor vehicle safely, and that the amputee condition does not interfere with the safe operation of the
vehicle.

Exam Certification

Signed electronically by Rick Wickstrom PT, DPT, CPE on 10/21/2020

Review By Healthcare Provider

Sample Doctor, MD | Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

Signature of agreement __________________________________________ Date ______________
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